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Abstract: The BBC exists t o make and distribute radio and television programes and it is the goal of managers
in its Engineering Division to ensure that the BBC has the best possible technical facilities at minimum cost.
In the address, an outline is given of the extensive engineering resources used in the origination and transmission of the BBC's programmes, and the structure of the Engineering Division is analysed with particular
reference to the application of different forms of management for different departmental roles. It is seenalso
that departmental boundaries are sometimes crossed to fulfil most effectively the needs of the Radio,
Television and External Services directorates. After a brief look at the management o f change in an industry
which is moving rapidly with advancing technology, the paper concludes with a description of engineering
training and subsequent training for managers at all levels in the BBC's Engineering Division.

The enterprise

The BBC is in business to make and transmit radio and
television programmes. Broadcasting has always been characterised by development and innovation, and the pace of
change is no less fast or exciting today than in the past. It was
important therefore that our new Royal Charter, approved by
Parliament in May 1981 and operative until 1996, was so
worded as not to prevent us from taking advantage of
technical developments between now and the end of the
century. We believe this has been achieved. Satellites are
envisaged, and we can now establish transmitting stations in
space as well as on the ground; there is a reference to 'signals
over wires or other 'paths provided by a material substance',
which would allow for fibre optics one day; provision exists,
too, subject to the Home Secretary's prior approval, for other
services, broadcasting or otherwise, and here we have in mind
such possibilities as 'telesoftware', i.e. transmitting programs
for use with home computers.
The BBC is also a participant, as a provider of programmes,
in the subscription television by cable pilot experiment
recently authorised by the Home Secretary.
However, our main preoccupation will undoubtedly
continue to be normal radio and television programmes for
general distribution, whether broadcast from transmitting
stations on the ground or in space.
The resources required to provide the programmes and
technical facilities for the BBC's two national television
s e ~ c e sfour
, national radio services and 22 local radio stations,
are formidable. The Television Centre at White City has eight
large production studios, a comprehensive television news
complex, a large scenery block, video tape, film and dubbing
areas, and all the other technical and administrative facilities
that it takes to provide sustained highquality output for two
national television services. Broadcasting House stands as the
BBC's flagship in the centre of London and performs for
radio the functions which the Television Centre does for
television.
There are also studios in most of the large cities throughout the country as well as small unmanned studios in other
towns where contributors can be interviewed, with cameras,
lighting and microphones operated by remote control.
As many BBC broadcasts originate outside the studio, we
have a large fleet of outside broadcast vehicles, 200 for
television, 80 for radio, ranging from small radio reporting cars
to a massive television central control room which expands
on-site to almost 16 ft wide. Despite miniaturisation, we
simply could not pack all the equipment and people that we
need into a conventional vehicle that would meet the road
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regulations. It really came into its own for the royal wedding
in July 1981, where over 60 cameras had to be controlled.
We also need to distribute and transmit the programmes,
and we now have 1700 transmitters radiating the television,
radio and external services; These range from high-power
short-wave transmitting stations with 250 kW transmitters and
complicated aerial arrays to tiny television and radio transmitters which transmit barely enough power to light a single
torch bulb.
All this, plus the actors, producers, directors, operators,
administrators, and engineers, currently consume, at 1981
prices, •’500 million per year. (The External Services are
separately financed by direct Government grant.) Need it cost
so much? Unfortunately, cost and quality go hand in hand. It
does not seem so much if you consider that it is estimated that
one recent feature film for the cinema cost more than E20
million and was a flop! The BBC, like all public services, has to
live with the fact that everyone wants the licence fee to be
reduced and at the same time would like the service to be
improved. Fortunately in our case it is possible to make a
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dhect comparison with private enterprise, namely the ITV
system. The ITV companies need to make a reasonable return
on their large investment and thev are therefore unlikelv to

indulge in unnecessary bureaucratic expense. Nevertheless,
their annual running costs, for only one television service, and
no network radio are higher than ours. It is only fair, however,
to remember that theirs is a federal structure rather than a
centralised one, and therefore there is more duplication within
their system, but it does indicate that public service broadcasting in this country is giving the licence payer good value
for money.
Control of the BBC

Although the Government determines the licence fee, the BBC
is entirely independent of Government control. It is run on a
day-to-day basis by the chief executive, the Director General,
who is responsible to a Board of Governors appointed by the
Queen in Council on the advice of the Government. This may
seem like Government control, but over many years successive
Boards have demonstrated their independence. The Board of
Governors is broadly equivalent to the nonexecutive Board of
Directors of a commercial company, charged to look after the
interests of the public in general and the licence payer in
particular.
The executive arm of the BBC is the Board of Management,
operating under the Director General. As well as the DG,the
Board of Management comprises the Heads of the output
directorates, namely Radio, Television and External Services,
and the Heads of the major supporting divisions, i.e. News,
Public Affairs, Personnel, Finance, and Engineering.
Organisation of Engineering Division
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Until 1969, all technical staff in the BBC were part of
Engineering Division, but then those directly involved in
programme making were transferred from Engineering Division
to the appropriate directorate, and the Managing Directors of
Television, Radio and External Services became responsible for
the efficient deployment of the technical staff in their
directorates. The Director of Engineering continues, however,
to be responsible for their technical and professional standards.
The change was made as a result of a recommendation by
McKinsey, the management consultants. We have had more
than ten years now t o evaluate this arrangement, and it works
well; it gives the technical staff directly concerned with
the programme-making operations greater rapport with the
programme-makers with whom they work day by day, while
at the same time the Director of Engineering is responsible for
their recruitment, training, and professional engineering
standards.
Engineering in the BBC has three strands - the specialist
departments: Research, Designs, Equipment and Capital
Projects; those concerned with programme making, distribution, and transmission; and the supporting services, Personnel, Finance, Training and Information. Management responsibility for these groups is divided between a Deputy Director
and Assistant hrector of Engineering.
There are large variations in the size of our functional units.
Some engineering departments are several hundred strong,
while at the other extreme is the position of the Chief
Engineer, External Relations. As a national broadcaster we
cannot operate in isolation from the rest of the world; international agreements on t e c h ~ c astandards
l
are essential, and it
would be quite easy t o justify a small bureaucracy in external
relations. But instead we operate with one experienced engineer
of senior standing to determine policy and act as co-ordinator;
and we spread the burden of international committees and
conferences around the Division so that experts in particular
fields take responsbility for the interests of the BBC. This
often means representing the United Kingdom, and sometimes,
where our man happens to be Chairman of a technical

committee of the European Broadcasting Union, the whole of
Europe's broadcasting interests as well.
We have six major regional production centres outside
London. Three of them, in Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland, service their respective national regions as well as
making programmes for the networks, while the other three, at
Manchester, Birmingham and Bristol, serve the English regions
and the networks. Each of these centres employs between 800
and 1500 staff of whom 300-400 are technical and operational staff.
In addition to the six major centres we have five smaller
centres at Newcastle, Leeds, Norwich, Southampton and
Plymouth, that make local television programmes.
The three National Regional Centres have the additional
responsibility of operating their own radio networks: Radio
Scotland; Radio Ulster; and, in Wales, two networks, Radio
Wales, an English language programme, and Radio Cymm
carrying programmes in Welsh. Within these national regions
there are small studio centres which split from the regional
networks to provide locally-originated programmes for specific
areas.
The technical operation of each of the six major centres is
managed by a Head of Programme Services and Engineering
who is responsible for all engineering and operational activities
including film operations, set design, make-up and costumes.
He is also responsible for co-ordinating development proposals
for his own area.
Obviously it is important to co-ordinate engineering
developments and staffing policies in the regions, and this is
the responsibility of the Chief Engineer, Regions in cooperation with the Television and Radio Directorates and the
central Engineering and Personnel Directorates.
He advises regional programme managements on central
engineering policy issues that are likely to have an impact in

regional areas and, conversely, he represents regional interests
centrally. Additionally he is the BBC negotiator on technical
matters concerning the Broadcasting Unions. in the regions,
which can involve complex and protracted discussions.
It is a demanding job and one which, like that of the Chief
Engineer, External Relations, could quite easily spawn its
own department. In fact, like that position, it is handled by
one engineer without any other supporting staff.
Capital Projects Departments

At the other end of the scale we have the Capital Projects
Departments, which have large staffs and are the big spenders
in Engineering Division. They undertake almost all the capital
projects which are required by the three output directorates:
Television, Radio and External Broadcasting. Broadly speaking,
the output directorates determine what they need in the way
of new or replacement facilities (studios, outside broadcast
units, video tape recorders, local radio stations etc.) constrained of course by the proportion of the BBC's limited
income which can be devoted to capital work. These needs are
tabulated in capital budget statements, one for each output
directorate, covering the next three to five years, updated
annually.
The annual cost of the capital programme at 1980181 prices
is about &57 million. This can be analysed by services, as
follows:
Television
Radio
Local radio

W63 million
•’161 million
•’4 million

For our External Services, financed separately by the Grant-inAid, the annual capital expenditure is about # million, again
at 1980181 prices.
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To handle the many large and complex projects, with a very
large number of simultaneous smaller projects, efficient and
economical management is essential. Our key concept in this is
the project leader, or project manager in the case of large
undertakings. A single individual is nominated to be responsible for oversight and co-ordination of the project, and fully i n
control of all the financial aspects.
There are capital projects departments for studios (SCPD)
and transmitters (TCPD) but working very closely with them is
Architectural and Civil Engineering Department (ACED).
SCPD is internally organised on a technological basis,
having separate television and radio sections and specialist
units for such things as outside broadcasts, recording and
computer systems.
In TCPD, the technological organisation is largely on a
frequency basis, there being specialist units for UHFIVHF, HF
and MF transmitters, links, and power systems.
ACED has to work closely with both TCPD and SCPD. The
department is divided broadly between architectural units
(including specialist acoustics work) and civil engineering units
covering structural work (building and aerial towers), air
conditioning, heating, lifts and even catering equipment.

Apart from the technological specialisms I have mentioned,
the capital projects departments have groups concerned with
project planning and administrative services such as computerbased PERT analysis, resource allocation and detailed financial
commitment analysis. A sophisticated computer accounting
system provides comprehensive and immediate financial
information for all contributors to project work.
The basis of our project work is the project leader, who
co-ordinates all the contributions from various specialist units.
Engineers in one of the specialist units are primarily responsible
to their Unit Head for the content and quality of their work,
but have a parallel responsibility to the project leader in the
context of a particular project: indeed an engineer may carry
simultaneous responsibility to more than one project leader
since small projects do not always occupy the full time of any
one contributor in a particular discipline.
The need for co-operation across organisational boundaries
is not only within departments, The capital projects departments must and do work in close collaboration on many
projects; and a similar degree of co-operation must exist
between these departments and others such as Equipment,
Designs and Research who may be making important contributions to a project in the way of innovatory ideas or equip
ment.
Transmitter and Communications Departments

We now have a total of 1700 transmitters in service scattered
throughout the UK on hundreds of sites (as well as several
abroad, for the External Services).
In Transmission Group we have an amalgamation of the
two of the oldest parts of the BBC - Transmitters and Lines,
now known as the Transmitter and Communications Departments and responsible t o a single Chief Engineer, Transmission.
With the advent of large numbers of low-powered relay
stations for VHF radio and VHF television, it became necessary t o break away from the traditional staffed stations with
their rigid monitoring and control systems. We turned increasingly to unattended operation, with automatic monitoring, and maintenance by mobile teams of engineers. The
whole UHF television transmitter network was designed from
the outset for unattended operation, resulting in appreciable
savings on salaries and training. Of course, the capital costs
have been higher and much research had t o be carried out into
the design and operation of both transmitting equipment
and of automatic monitoring apparatus.
Monitoring and Information Centres (MICs) have been
developed to register the state of each transmitter and when
necessary to alert the nearest mobile maintenance team. The
prototype, at Kirk O'Shotts, has been in service since 1975,
monitoring more than 200 transmitters throughout Scotland,
Northern Ireland, and the north of England.
A second MIC is in operation at Wenvoe, near Cardiff,
monitoring our output in Wales and the West Country from
n at Sutton Coldfield, for the
Bristol westwards. - ~ MIC
Midlands and North, is going into service right now and one
at Crystal Palace, covering the rest of the country, will be in
senrice in about two years' time. Then we shall have a system
where the status of all our transmitters will be supervised at
just four centres.
By these sophisticated means we have made great economies
in staffing levels, and, with automation, shiftwork is no longer
necessary on our stations, with the exception of the four
MICs.
Not only have we saved staff but we have cut out the
boring aspects of the work for those remaining, with a consequent improvement in job satisfaction.

Computers in the BBC

Computers have been used by the BBC's management for
many years, and Computer Services Group provides the system
and programming expertise for Engineering Division computer
projects. We now have systems for component stocks held in
store, financial management of capital projects, programme
planning, staff records, staff planning and a complete record of
every item in our videotape library, to mention a few.
The main responsibility of Engineering Division in the
computer field (apart from providing the systems and
programming expertise for engineering applications) is to make
sure that we have the right computer hardware in the right
place at the right time. We aim to operate mainframe
computers at 70% of their maximum rating throughout to give
us an operating margin, and we regularly ask mainframe users
to assess their future requirements so that we can plan ahead.
Research and development

Most basic research is undertaken in the BBC by Research
Department while the development of this research into
practical broadcast equipment is carried out by Designs
Department. There is, inevitably, some overlap in the work of
the two departments, but experience over many years has
shown that it is beneficial to split the two functions. The split
is physical as well as functional; Research Department is in
Surrey, whereas Designs Department is in Central London,
purposely close to the operational centres of Broadcasting
House and Television Centre.
Research Department has a staff of over 200 and an annual
operating cost of about •’2.5 million. The first management
question that must be asked, of course, is whether this
expenditure is necessary? Could we not leave broadcasting
research and development to British industry?
There is an important reason why a public broadcaster must
always be abreast of technology that I touched on briefly when
discussing the role of Chief Engineer, External Relations.
Increasingly, technical standards for radio and television
broadcasting are decided internationally, and it is important
that we should be able to speak with an authoritative voice at
the discussions that influence the decisions.
Nevertheless we are very conscious that the work of our
Research and Designs Departments must be channelled into
fields that are likely to yield useful results; usually this is
where our own experience is of value. The large number of
patents held by members of our Research and Designs Departments, and the large number of BBC designs adopted by
British companies for exploitation worldwide, indicate a high
success rate, although we are certainly not complacent. We
ensure that industry is kept informed of what we are doing
and given every opportunity to exploit our designs or, where
appropriate, to co-operate with us at the research and design
stage. More than 40 licences are now in force for the manufacture of BBC developments.
Managing change

The subject of research and development leads me naturally t o
the topic of how we are going to manage a rapidlychanging
technology. The application of improved technology has
already brought many changes in broadcasting; I mentioned
earlier the improved productivity in Transmission Group. Over
a 15-year period we have increased the number of domestic
transmitters by more than 1000 without any increase in
operational staff. This is partly due to improvements in the
reliability of unattended transmitters. Throughout the whole
of the change the staff concerned have been kept fully
informed, and we have been able to achieve this enormous

improvement in productivity with few staff problems. There
were no redundancies and no one was required t o move to
another part of the country against his wishes, the emphasis
being on the provision of special training, or early retirement
where more appropriate.
Equipment reliability is improving in other areas and,
particularly where digital equipment is introduced, the requirement for constant skilled attention t o ensure optimum
performance is decreased. Existing telecine machines, for
example, take a fair amount of skilled setting up to produce
the excellent quality of film reproduction that we take for
granted as we watch at home, but it is unlikely that the next
generation of solid-state telecine machines will require
anything like the same degree of routine adjustment.
A key factor is again the degree of retraining that we can
offer. Fortunately, the BBC has for long shouldered the
responsibility of providing engineering training for its staff,
and we are therefore well equipped to meet the challenge.
Engineering training
Our Engineering Training Centre is situated at Wood Norton,
near Evesham. The establishment has 30 lecturers, well
equipped television and radio studios, and a variety of up-todate broadcast equipment.
The loss of technical staff from the BBC (mainly due t o the
higher rates offered by commercial television) during recent
years has meant that a large proportion of our training
resources have had t o be devoted to training new recruits, at
the expense of additional training for existing staff. In
1979180, for example, out of a total of 4049 course weeks,
only 7% were for staff with more than three years' service,
whereas in 1976177 the equivalent figure was 30%.
This is not a situation of our choosing, since we regard
up-date training as vital to the engineering function. The
introduction of electronic news gathering, for example, called
for the retraining of about 200 staff; and several hundred staff
have recently undertaken a one-week microprocessor course.
We should be doing much more, but the need to provide initial
training for new entrants has had to have first priority.
Now that we are losing fewer technical staff we will be able
to devote more training resources to our existing staff. The
problem could be solved, of course, by providing more facilities
and instructional staff, but fmance is limited. We have,
however, found that we can make more effective use of our
lecturers' time by employing packaged learning equipment.
This has been developed for electronics and television fundamentals and is proving very successful.
Management training
Engineers have the basic potential to make good managers
because they are innovative and their basic training teaches
them to make the best use of resources.
We have to face the fact, though, that, unlike those undertaking administrative careers where management is assumed
gradually, an engineer tends t o have management thrust upon
him suddenly. One day he is a member of a team; the next
day, he is leading the team.
Recognising this, in BBC Engineering Division we run a oneweek introductory management course specifically to cope
with this situation. Immediately a man is appointed to his
first managerial post, he is listed to go on the next introductory course, which ideally will be held before he takes up
his new job. The course aims t o familarise its students with the
'nuts and bolts' of management - how to prepare staff
appraisals, how to liaise with trade union officials, and how to
handle the human problems that we know from experience
threaten t o overwhelm a new manager before he has had a
chance to get to grips with his new function.

When he has been some time in the job, a manager will
become eligible to undertake our second level of management
training. This is more in the nature of a conference than a
tutorial, with an exchange of views on controversial subjects.
Senior managers address these courses, which gives line
managers the opportunity t o question and discuss broad areas
of policy-making. Every year, 100-120 engineers attend one
or other of these residential courses which are organised and
run entirely in-house.
These courses are broadly based and are attended by
managers from all disciplines within Engineering. In addition,.
we run two- and threeday courses on specific subjects to suit'
sectional interests, such as computer appreciation, report
writing, word processors etc.
Finally, we select high fliers to attend external management courses, where they rub shoulders with their contemporaries from industry, the financial institutions, and the Civil
Service. These courses are expensive, both in their direct cost
and in the fact that we are deprived of a valuable man for
several weeks. Nevertheless I believe that they are necessary to
broaden the outlook of new senior managers, and so that we
can benefit from managerial experiences of other industries.
Personnel policies

In any large organisation there is obviously a need for a
co-ordinated personnel policy, and the BBC is no exception.
Conditions of service, welfare, pensions, and medical matters
are obviously applicable t o all staff, and are the responsibility
of a central personnel unit.
There is also another very important function that is
administered centrally: pay relativities. All posts below senior
management level, whether in engineering, programmes, or
administration, are assessed according to the skills and
knowledge required and their degree of responsibility, so that
they can be placed in one of five broad salary bands. Within
each band there are a number of steps, and the scheme is
flexible enough to allow posts to move within the bands, t o
suit changed circumstances. This pay relativities scheme was
introduced quite recently t o replace a much more rigid job
grading scheme which over a period of time had lost its
usefulness due to constant regrading claims, with consequent
'knock-ons' every time a post was regraded. The new system is
intended to retain the 'one BBC' approach, where basically
staff are paid the rate for the job no matter which part of the
BBC they work for, while allowing some local flexibility.
All other personnel matters within Engineering Division, including recruitment of all technical staff, are handled by an
Engineering Personnel Department. During the mid-1970s
there was a steady drain of technical staff away from the
BBC owing t o our uncompetitive salaries. The only way
that we could keep up our numbers was by constantly recruiting new blood from the schools and universities, although
university recruitment was by no means easy due to the large
number of would-be employers fishing from a very small pool
of electronic engineering graduates.
Since 1979 our salary rates have become more competitive
and this, coupled with the recession, has eased the problem
although, with the fourth channel and breakfast television
creating demands for additional experienced staff, we can
expect some difficulties over the next year or so. To some
extent this is a re-run of the situation that occurred in
1954155 when ITV started; they recruited so many of our
engineers that the BBC's operations were seriously jeopardised
and we had to resort to special contracts to retain essential
staff. We are not expecting that kind of crisis this time, but we
will be watching the situation closely.
During 1980 we were able to meet our recruitment targets
at all levels, and the BBC's reputation for offering excellent

training and career prospects meant that we were able to find
a sufficient number of recruits of the right standard, our
requirements ranging from research engineers of the highest
calibre to the technical operator.

Summing up

1 have avoided discussing the 'technicalities' of management.
In case it worries the 'methods-orientated' manager, I can
assure you that all BBC engineering departments work to tight
budgets, that all projects are systematically costed and are
scheduled against available resources using computer
techniques, and that formal reporting methods are used to
ensure that we are quickly informed should jobs exceed their
monetary estimates or their allotted time spans.
Management is about making things happen. Its life blood
comprises inspiration, dedication, innovation and judgement,
while routines provide the nervous system that allows management decision to be translated into action.

A quarter of a century ago, when ITV began, the BBC faced
a challenge that some thought would relegate us to a minority
elitist broadcasting organisation, and for a while it did look as
if that might happen. We fought back to prove that we could
win our share of the audience without sacrificing the artistic
or technical quality of our programmes, and engineering
played a significant part in that resurgence. Broadcasting from
the start has been in the realms of technological change, and
now both ITV and the BBC face a challenge from the new
methods of programme dstribution, from satellites, cables,
cassettes and discs.
The goal of BBC engineers, however, will always be to
ensure that we provide the best possible technical facilities at
the least possible cost and that we continue to innovate, as in
the past, so that our producers, directors, actors, and ultimately our viewers, benefit from technical progress. We must
also ensure that when new international broadcasting
regulations are being introduced, we continue to have the
knowledge and experience to make the voice of British broadcasting a force in world councils.

